
Fighting Fire with Fire:
Avoiding DNN Shortcuts through Priming

Problem: Shortcuts in DNNs
DNNs often struggle to disambiguate between competing hypotheses 

for a target concept, and end up learning “shortcuts”.

Humans rely on  additional knowledge 
e.g. task-relevant inputs

Example 1: Image Classification

DNNs cheat by relying on backgrounds.
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in-distribution

prediction: cow

out-of-distribution

prediction: cat

Example 2: Behavioral cloning

Shortcut
Solution

label 𝒂𝟏 = 𝟎 𝒂𝟐 = 𝟎

$𝒂𝟏 = 𝟎 $𝒂𝟐 = 𝟎

𝒂𝟑 = 𝟏

$𝒂𝟑 = 𝟎

𝒂𝟒 = 𝟏

$𝒂𝟒 = 𝟏

copy copy copy

DNNs cheat by copying from the previous action during training.

PrimeNet: Using Key Input Knowledge

Classification: saliency Behavioral Cloning: last frame

Approximate key inputs are easy to provide

PrimeNet generalizes best, without harming in-domain performance.

PrimeNet performs best, correctly responding to new environment cues such as traffic 
lights, neighboring cars, pedestrians.

Vanilla BC Our modelInput Image

Our model attends to the appropriate visual cues in the scene.

Providing key input appropriately creates a new desirable 
shortcut that “primes” the main module towards correct solutions.

Use auxiliary knowledge to “prime” DNNs away from shortcuts.
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Our Idea:

Image Classification on NICO:

Imitation Learning on CARLA Driving:

Toy 1-D regression experiment:

Activation Maps:

Conclusion: priming variable 𝜁 can guide DNN training towards 
the solution desired by key input.
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The training data does not fully specify 
the task!
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